Sample Report

Executive Summary of the proposed strategy
The proposed strategy makesuse of the MACD indicator for HSI futures trading. It takes all the ticks into
consideration. The 30-second EMA of HSI futures prices and the 60-second EMAof HSI futures prices are
calculated to construct the MACD. The 45-second EMA of the MACD will be the signal line. Several
measures are adopted to avoid losses due to short term fluctuation.Cutloss is also implemented to limit
the maximum loss in each trade.

Description of the trading idea
This trading strategy is written based on the concept of “moving average convergence divergence”. The
moving average convergence divergence (MACD) is a momentum indicator that shows the relationship
between two exponential moving averages (EMA) of prices. It is calculated by subtracting the
“slower”EMA from a “faster” EMA. A "signal line", which is the EMA of the MACD, is then plotted on top
of the MACD, functioning as a trigger for buy and sell signals.
If the MACD rises above the signal line, it gives a bullish signal and this triggers a long signal for the
asset. On the other hand, if the MACD drops below the signal line, the indicator gives a bearish signal
and triggers a short signal for the asset.

Methodologies and trading logics
For this strategy, the MACD is going to be calculated by the 30-second EMA of HSI futures prices and the
60-second EMAof HSI futures prices. The signal line will be the 45-second EMA of the MACD.Every tick
with tick time in the trading hours will be analyzed. When there is a signal from the MACD (either long
or short), trades will be performed ifthe net position is 0 or if the signal has been reversed. The absolute
position will be limited to 1.
The MACD makes use of the fact that differentEMA has different sensitivity towards price change. When
the price is going up, since the shorterperiod EMA is more sensitive to price change than the longer
period EMA, the shorter period EMA will rise more quickly than the longer period EMA. The MACD line
will then turn up. Conversely, when the price is going down, the shorter period EMA will drop more
quickly than the longer period EMA, and therefore the MACD line will tend to go down. In conclusion,
the MACD line could possibly reflect the recent market trend of the price of an asset.

The signal line can be considered as a confirmation of the price trend. Because the MACD itself is more
sensitivity to changes than its EMA, if the MACD crosses the signal line from below, this means that the
trend of the MACD is going upward. Therefore, the different between the two EMAs is getting larger,
which means the price of the asset is likely to have an upward trend. Thus, a long signal isconfirmed.
Similarly, if the MACD line crosses the signal line from above, the trend of the MACD is going downward.
Thus, thedifferent between the two EMAs is getting smaller,which means the price of the asset is likely
to have a downward trend and a short signal is confirmed.

Implementation details
The core of the strategy is the determination of the MACD signal. To check the MACD signal, the EMAs
of the HSI futures need to be calculated first. The price of the first snapshot of each second is used to
calculate the EMA. The recursive formula for finding the N-second EMA in period t is:
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wheret are positive integers and the initial EMA, EMA0, is the simple average of the first N prices.
The formula for the MACD in period t is:
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whereEMAt, N is the N-second EMA of the futures prices in period t. The confirmation signal will then be
calculated using the recursive formula for the EMA and 45 past data point of the MACD.
The program willanalyze every tick of the data. First of all, some parameters will be set before the tick
data enter the program. Three parameters are needed, namelytime_frame,threshold and cutloss.
time_frame is a time object while threshold and cutloss are positive constants. Their uses will be
discussed later.
After setting the parameters, the next step is to handle the tick data. For every tick, the program will
decide if the signal is the first tick of the day. If yes, then three variables calledfutures_code,
last_tradeand last_check_dt are going to be set. futures_code is the code of the futures that the
program will trade. last_tradeis the date and time of the futures’ expiration. The expiration date is
scheduled by the HKEX while the time is set before the settlement to indicates the last analysis (and
perhaps the last trade) of the spot month futures contract. last_check_dt is the time for the program to

perform a “check”, which will be described later. last_check_dtcould be set to 0 (in term of time object)
at the beginning. If the tick is not the first one of the day, the program will directly go to the next step.
Next, the program will check if the tick time is within the trading hours and whether the product code of
the tick matches with the futures_code. If either the tick time is before the trading hours, or the product
code does not match, the program will go back and get the next tick. If the tick time is after the trading
hours, the trading program will be stopped as the market has closed. Only if the tick time is within the
trading hours and the product code matches the futures_code,the program can proceed to the next
stage.
The next step is to make surea sufficient time has been passed since the last MACD signal checking. To
reduce the possibility of getting reversing signal just because of some short term fluctuations instead of
the price trend, a minimum “waiting time” will be implemented.Recall that there is a variable called
last_check_dt and a parameter called time_frame. If the tick time is larger than or equal to the sum of
last_check_dt and time_frame, then the program can go on to check the MACD signal. Otherwise, the
program should go back and get another tick.
After that, the program will get the MACD long/short signal and then check the position of the account.
If there is a long signal and the account is currently taking no position, the program will go on directly.
However, if there is a long signal but the account is in short position, then a trade will be initiated to
close the position before continuing to the next step.The case is similar for short signal. A trade will be
performed to close the position if the account is initially in long position.
Recall that two parameters called threshold and cutloss have been set. For the case of a long signal,
threshold is the minimum limit of the signal such that the signal can initiate a long position. If the signal
is smaller than or equal to threshold (i.e. the result of the MACD minus the signal line is smaller than or
equal to threshold), the program will not take a long position but go back to get the next tick. For the
case of a short signal, the negative of threshold is the maximum limit such that the signal can initiate a
short position. If the signal is larger than or equal to threshold (i.e. the result of the MACD minus the
signal line is larger than or equal to the negative of threshold), the program will go back to get the next
tick without performing any trade action too. The “threshold requirement” is important because it could
reduce the chance of taking a position while the signal is just a short term fluctuation and does not
reflect the market trend.
If the signal can satisfy the “threshold requirement”, a trade will occur to take the position as the signal
suggested. To prevent a huge loss due to sudden and rapid movement of the futures price, exit price will
be set. The formula for the exit priceis:
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wheretick_price is the price of the tick when the trade performed. Lastly, the program will need to
update the expiration date with last_trade to make sure that the position is closed before the expiration
date and time of the futures. After performing the trade and the updates, the program will go back to
the initial stage and take the next tick for the analysis. The whole process will be repeated until market
close.
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